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Unbalance is the most common fault that a rotor system suffers, which result in the vibration. 

The resulting vibrational analysis is conventionally done by model-based signal processing, 

in which the measured data is used to extract information like location of the fault, 

displacement, damping coefficient, stiffness etc and processed to desired form. It is, 

however, too dependent on the sensor readings and not necessarily accounts the 

measurement noises. EKF based state estimation is advantageous over the conventional 

method in estimation of such parameters as it accounts the measurement noise, modelling 

errors, and can estimate parameters at any desired location from limited number of measured 

data.  

The objective of this study is to use EKF to correct the displacement signal of a model with 

the faulty parameter to the measured. A FEM model of rotor system was created based on 

Timoshenko beam theory. The displacement of measured vibration signal at the bearing 

location for the model vs simulated measurement signal was computed which indicated the 

deviation between two. EKF was then introduced to correct the model’s signal to the 

measured. The initial observation was made for the bearing location only but EKF was not 

able to correct the model. Upon increasing the number of observation points firstly to six 

and then to ten, EKF was able to correct the model’s signal to the measured. Since it is not 

always possible to increase the observation point, further studies can be made to compute 

the EKF variables in more scientific way. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Rotor dynamics deals with the study of the dynamic behaviour of rotating machine. Rotor 

dynamics is the field of study where the dynamic properties of rotating machines, such as 

critical speeds, displacement, velocities, acceleration, and other forms vibrations are studied. 

Rotating machines are accounted for (43-46) % consumption of global electricity 

production. (Waide, et.al, 2011). As per the report of International Energy Agency (IEA), 

the global energy consumption in the year 2018 was 2.2316e+13-Terawatt hour (TWh), and 

the average cost of electricity 13.19 cents (USD) per kWh (kilowatt hour), meaning rotating 

machines consumes electricity worth around 1.3 Trillion USD annually.  Based on the 

electricity consumption statistics it can be assumed the size of rotating machine industry and 

the scope of its study globally. Rotating machines has application in various industries like 

manufacturing, turbines, vehicles, compressors etc.  Study of rotating shafts has been 

practiced for long time. In the last century which saw significant development of advanced 

machinery, importance of vibration analysis was accounted and well researched (SA 

Paipetis, TG Chondros 2013, p.15). Vibration analysis is a procedure that studies the signal 

pattern coming from the vibrating components and by doing so it reflects the condition of 

the system under study and points out faults if any. One of the earliest vibrational analysis 

goes back to 1930s which was intended to improve building’s resistance against earthquakes. 

It was followed by aviation industry where aircraft’s parts were analysed before the first take 

off. Those studies focused on determining the resonance frequency, self-damping tests, and 

dynamic behaviour of body (Lalanne, 2009).  The most basic model of rotor bearing system 

was developed in Germany in 1895 which consisted disc mounted on shaft between rigid 

bearings (Kraker, 2009). 

 

 

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of signal processing (mod. Ding,2008, p.30) 

 

A rotating machine has several components such as bearings, rotors, shafts, support, 

windings, lamination etc. An efficient operation is required in any system or machinery with 

rotating elements, thus, to make sure the smooth operation, performance needs to be 
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monitored precisely. Rotating machines such as turbines, aircraft engines require excessive 

power transmission. Rotor speed of the system is the most critical factor to achieve such 

excessive power transmission, meaning increment of the rotor speed and diameter. However, 

such high speed of rotor comes with a price like whirling of shaft, excessive inertial force, 

increased vibration, and system instabilities.  In a study done by Hassan et.al. for analysing 

the effect of rotation speed on the temperature of the starter alternator machine, it was found 

that increment of the rotor speed results in the increment of the system temperature. As a 

result the power loss in the form of heat can be as high as three times even if the only change 

made is in the speed which is increased by five times (Hassan, et.al. 2013). Therefore, rotor 

dynamic analysis needs to be considered when installing a new system so the extent of 

vibration and increment of the temperature as a result can be pre studied and necessary steps 

to account them could be taken beforehand. It will aid in critical speed assumption, 

manipulation of existing critical speed, calculating torsional vibration, location of balancing 

weight, and detection of dynamics instabilities. (Kraker, 2009. P. 12). A rotating machine 

can either be driving or driven externally.  Figure 2 below represents a paper roll externally 

driven machine and its components.  

 

 

Figure 2 Paper roll machine system and its components. (Sopanen 2004, p.15) 

  

Rotor unbalance in a rotating machine occurs because of the uneven distribution of mass 

across the machine’s central line. To be specific rotor unbalance which results in the rotor 

vibration occurs when elements mounted such as shaft, disks, blades  has centre of gravity 

not corresponding to the rotational axis. The resulting vibration has direct impact in reducing 

lifetime of the machine as there is generation of excessive force in the bearing which is 

responsible for load bearing (Algule et.al, 2015). The unbalance may be because of 

manufacturing error such as porosity during casting, uneven density of the material, 
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manufacturing tolerance of the parts connected to the shaft, or during operation because of 

loss or gain of the material. Furthermore, unbalance may also occur because of the dirt, rust, 

broken blades, loose fasteners, and other contaminations. In fact, it is practically impossible 

to achieve a perfectly balanced rotor, one of the major challenges in designing rotor is hence, 

to reduce unbalance which is the most common cause for rotor failure (Saleem et.al, 2012).   

However, these days there has been development in this aspect as new machines which can 

be balanced to certain standards are available, but they are also sensitive to contamination 

and the reliability of other parts attached along. ISO has set standard for the balancing 

tolerance of rotating machines like fans, flywheels, turbines, turbo chargers, paper machine 

rolls, etc (ISO 11342). 

 

Model based signal processing technique which is a frequency domain method is 

conventionally used to identify the flaws and changes in rotor system however, it gives rather 

vague results and not necessarily at the preliminary stage.  A model of any part is defined as 

a representation which replicates the behaviour of the part and allow study which would not 

be possible otherwise. Mathematical model simply means representation of a real system 

using mathematical equations. (Hayakawa, 1997, p. 3-5). As mentioned above model based 

signal processing is common method used in rotor dynamics to process noisy data to extract 

desired information. Signal processing in rotor dynamics means utilizing the measured data 

to extract desired information like the fault and its location, displacement at any location, 

damping coefficient, stiffness etc (J.V Candy, 2006, p.1). The model created for analysis 

should be able to accurately represent the physical system, describe the system response and 

the quality of the model needs to be ensured (Wagner et.al, 2010).   

 

The major problem, however, is to make prediction of the displacement of the shaft as 

displacement can be determined only at a particular narrow location meaning limited 

possibility of measurement points practically and economically. (Kang, et al, 2020).  To 

overcome this drawback a different approach is used which uses numerical model of the 

rotor and measured vibration. (Shrivastava, et.al, 2018). In this method it is assumed that the 

model is perfect, and the measured vibration is noise free (Lees et.al, 1997). However, it is 

practically impossible to have perfect model and there is noise in the measured data. 

Irrespective of either method is implemented they are highly dependent on the efficiency of 

the measured data and mathematical models which results in divergence of actual and 
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computed data. Hence, to determine the unbalance optimally a method should be such that 

it considers the model errors, test noise, model verification and is suitable to imply 

practically.  

 

Kalman Filter (KF) is an algorithm developed to assist in estimating of unknown variables 

with respect to given parameters over time. (Kim and bang, 2018, p. 1). In the event where 

state of a system is to be estimated from noisy sensor data, some sort of estimator needs to 

be deployed to integrate the data from various sensors. Given the system dynamics and 

models to be observed are linear the minimum mean squared error can be estimated using 

Kalman filter. It is believed to be convincing method in data prediction. It consists of 

several equations which provides ground to estimate the state of a process, (Julier et.al, 

1997). Kalman filter is a unique algorithm which was coined by Rudolf E Kalman in 1960 

in his paper which was titled “A New Approach to Linear Filtering and Prediction 

Problems”. KF aims to solve problems such as estimation of random signals, isolate random 

noise from the signal, figure out signal in desired form out of random noise (Kalman, 1960). 

KF is often used in industries where continuous operation of machineries is needed, other 

application can be found in ships, aircrafts, spaceships, navigation etc. (Grewal and 

Andrews, 2001, p. 1).  

 

Introduction of Kalman Filter (KF) in rotor dynamics analysis is one such pivotal technique 

which addresses the problems of measurements errors, reduce the effect of noise in model, 

enables real time tracking of the system and computing time is relatively less. The major 

disadvantage of KF however is its limitation to work with large number of degrees of 

freedom (DOF) where calculation is very complicated and some sort of DOF reduction 

technique needs to be introduced (Zhou 2019).  

 

KF is dependent of the measured data within a certain period and the prediction is based on 

the then value of parameters such as acceleration, velocity and position. The KF is suitable 

for the linear systems but all systems are not linear, hence a different version of KF which 

would be applicable for nonlinear system was developed called extended Kalman filter 

(EKF) (Alsadik, 2019, p. 299).  
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However, EKF has its limitations since its estimation is based on linearizing the nonlinear 

system, the linearized form of the system needs to be without error. But there might be 

difference in the approximated linear system and the real nonlinear system, this difference 

is called linearization error (Kelly et al, 2019). Hence, an augmented version of KF called 

unscented Kalman filter (UKF) could be used when dealing with nonlinear system. Unlike 

EKF, UKF uses statistical linearization approach to predict mean and covariance of the state 

by using transformation function called Unscented Transformation (UT). A set of points 

needs to be generated using prior state’s mean and covariance called sigma points. The points 

are chosen in such a way that their mean and covariance is as per the random variable (GRV) 

(Orderud, 2013). Statistical linearization can be defined as a concept of replacing nonlinear 

system by corresponding linear system with minimum error (Iwan et.al. 1972) A random 

variable whose probability density function could be written in terms of mean and standard 

deviation is called GRV. 

  
1.1 Research Background and motivation 

The online identification of unbalance in rotor dynamics is an active area of research. Signal 

processing and using measured data is the most common method used in fault identification, 

and estimation. However, they have their limitations as described in the above section and 

hence an online estimation method using limited measurement could be a significant 

progress. This research is based on utilizing KF algorithm to estimate parameters of a rotor 

system. This would be very useful tool in the case where physical measurement is not 

possible and even installing sensors is not feasible. Introduction of KF in rotor dynamics to 

estimate parameters and faults is a very trendy topic these days. The research justifies the 

use of UKF in estimation of parameters. 

 

1.2 Research method 

The research method for this research are literature review and case study. A systematic 

literature review was carried out to collect the research work done in the field of parameter 

estimation using KF. The relevant research work done were searched in following data 

bases: 

• Science direct 

• Scopus 

• Google scholar 
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• Libgen.io 

• Doria (LUT’s database for published article) 

• IEEE 

• ResearchGate 

 The past development done by researchers on the topic was carefully reviewed, sorted, and 

included in the work based on their relevancy to the topic. The relevancy was based firstly 

on the title of the article, book, conference paper, then going through the abstract and 

conclusion in case of journals and articles and specific chapter in case of book. The keywords 

used for the search were ‘’Kalman filter’’, ‘’state estimation’’, ‘’rotor dynamics’’, ‘’FEM’’ 

etc.  The case study was based on the paper from Kang et.al, it was used as the basis for 

creating the numerical model of the rotor system. The vertical and horizontal displacement 

at bearing locations was computed for measured, modelled model and how EKF can correct 

the model was studied. The effect of various EKF parameters in filter performance was also 

studied by varying them one at a time. Those EKF parameters are explained in section 3.4.  

 

1.3 Research problem and questions 

The research problem of this work is to implement KF algorithm in state estimation and 

verify the result against the measured or real value. Having, completed the thesis the research 

questions will have been answered and the research problem will have been solved. The 

research question that will be answered are, why is estimation necessary? which type of KF 

is more suitable for parameter estimation in rotor dynamics? How to verify the result 

obtained from KF? what are the parameters that is to be estimated? How to select the system 

state (displacement, velocity, acceleration, or force etc) for implementing KF? What are the 

post-processing steps to interpret the optimized state signal and identify a parameter?   

 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Signal based methods prevails as a method used to detect unbalance in rotor system, 

nevertheless recent studies suggest that model-based approach provides precise information 

regarding type and location than the former. Shrivastava et al. (2019) conducted experiment 

to justify the introduction of KF to identify unbalance, for this they built a mathematical 

model of a rotor system which had rotor (rigid) mounted over a flexible bearing and their 

work was based on comparison of model prediction vs the measured data. The rotor system 

was balanced at constant speed whereas experiment was done at three different speed with 
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added unbalances. They found that KF reduces the number of runs required to predict 

unbalance parameters, provided the shaft speed is constant and only fault is unbalance and 

KF could be applied to rotor system for online fault detection. (Shrivastava et al. 2019).   

 

The same authors also proposed a method to estimate single plane unbalance parameters of 

a rotor system using KF and Recursive Least Square (RLS) based force (input) 

estimation. They performed numerical simulation of a rotor disk coupled with 

bearings. Unbalance in rotating system is sub divided as single plane and multi plane, based 

on whether it is present in single or multi disks. They used Finite element analysis on a 

reduced model of the rotor system. They used reduced order model for efficient 

computation and found that KF based technique is suitable for vibratory force estimation of 

a rotating machine as it does not need measurements from every location which may not be 

feasible. Vibratory force can be defined as the force exerted by the machine to its foundation 

or frame, its magnitude determines the health condition of the overall machine, (Chih-Kao 

et al. 1999).  

 

According to Yang et al. (2020) traditionally displacement of the shaft at bearing is 

estimated by using several measured data (displacements) near bearing, but if the sensors 

are not near the bearing it is not possible to get required data. Thus, displacement at only 

a particular location is feasible. KF’s introduction can overcome this problem as it is a 

time domain algorithm which yields an estimation of unknown variables by 

processing measured data which includes noise and inaccuracies. The authors estimated the 

displacement by using both (traditional and using KF) methods. They compared the results 

and found that KF method is as accurate as conventional method, can estimate displacement 

in different locations, and does not require measurements from several locations. KF is able 

to give results in real time and can be implemented when studying complex structure (Yang 

et al. 2020).  

 

 The most significant motivation to use KF is to make estimation and authenticate the 

findings from the estimators. In case of rotor dynamics, the estimation means estimating 

parameters like velocity, acceleration, displacement etc. and the results are verified against 

the measured data. (Grewal et al, 2001). The machine parameters can be identified during 

its runtime which is called online identification and an artificial setup created to verify the 
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accuracy of a model is called test bench. Buchholz et al. (2018) used EKF to identify 

different parameters of the induction machine (online) using simulation and test bench. Their 

study suggested that EKF can be used for online identification of parameters and fault 

diagnosis of the electrical machines (Buchholz et al. 2018).  

 

EKF was used by Miller and Howard (2008) to estimate stiffness and damping coefficients 

of two bearings with identical properties. They design the rotor model matching to that 

of rotor dynamic simulator facility at NASA’s Glenn Research Centre.  The shaft at initial 

condition had zero velocity, they simulated the motion for 0.125 seconds which was 

equivalent to 41.7 revolutions of the shaft with applied imbalance and impact. They 

compared the result obtained from EKF estimate vs the exact value and concluded that EKF 

can be used to estimate rotor dynamics coefficients when the shaft motion is as a result of 

imbalance and impact (Miller et al. 2008).  

 

 The constant monitoring of a system is very important to identify fault at early stage which 

may be vital to prevent system failure and maintain the targeted efficiency. Traditional 

method of fault detection is dependent of vibration analysis and is based on measured data. 

However, recent trends in fault detection are based on virtual sensors (Moschini et al. 

2016). Moschini et al. (2016) used KF to monitor the condition of the rotor system, where 

they focused on the most common fault in rotating machinery unbalance. They studied a 

simple isotropic rotor model as in figure 3 which could replicate the motions of a rotor 

system and algorithm used for estimation was Augmented Kalman Filter (AKF).  In the 

experiment three assumptions were made, rotor speed is constant, model is linear and there 

is no gyroscopic effect. In the experiment three assumptions were made, rotor speed is 

constant, model is linear and there is no gyroscopic effect, they concluded that virtual sensors 

could be used for accurate condition monitoring of a rotor system in real time and AKF could 

be reliable state estimator. The accuracy of the findings was based on simulation and test rig 

designed especially for the experiment (Moschini et al. 2016).  

 

 KF has been used in estimating input force parameter where direct measurement is not 

feasible. Acceleration measurement is the most common method used in structural 

dynamics, Naets et al. (2014) introduced KF technique to estimate input force and found that 

the use of acceleration only as an input parameter does not give convincing results. They 
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overcome the defect by introducing dummy measurements in all degree of freedom which 

simply was vector of zeros and verified the results numerically and experimentally (Naets et 

al. 2014).   

 

KF has also been used to monitor the condition of wind turbine but KF alone is not able to 

address the faults resulting from harmonics (undesirable high frequencies creating 

misleading wave pattern) and variable speed because of the low fault signals. 

Therefore Salameh et al. (2019) added a device along with empirical mode decomposition 

which is a technique of analysing nonlinear, inconsistent signals. This addition improved the 

performance as the extraction device added could separate each harmonic part. They 

developed an algorithm which could monitor the mechanical defect. Together with an 

observer to estimate the rotation speed, KF and extraction device they were able to estimate 

online, sensor less faults in wind turbines (Salameh et al. 2019).  

 

Dynamic analysis is often done before manufacturing to achieve efficient and economic 

production. Multibody simulation model can be utilised to know the state of inaccessible 

parts of a system where even installing sensors is not feasible. Sanjurjo et al. proposed a 

novel state observer technique by bringing together a multibody model and KF (error state 

extended or indirect). Multibody model and KF was combined by independent coordinates 

and velocities of multibody acting as the states of the KF. They also analysed various pre-

verified technique like discrete KF, continuous extended KF, unscented KF. They found that 

among all these techniques mentioned error state extended KF is the fastest and is least 

affected by the size of the system (Sanjurjo et.al, 2018).  

 

 There are several model-based identification processes which has extended KF as basis for 

fault detection. S. Seibold and C. Fritzen compared three different identification processes, 

extended KF as estimator, combination of extended KF and instrumental variables method, 

modified extended KF. No matter which process used all three proved to be useful tool to 

identify unbalance and there was no need to add test masses (Seibold et al. 1995).  

 

 The KF has also been used for identifying parameters of multi-rotor unmanned aerial 

vehicles’ model. Introduction of extended KF made it possible to estimate all the model 

parameters of the vehicle online by using the measurements obtained from the sensors. In an 
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experiment done by Munguia et al. (2019) with the help of computer simulations (Simulink 

and MATLAB), they verified that it was possible to estimate the model parameters of 

unmanned aerial vehicle. They created dynamic model of three different multi-rotor aerial 

vehicles where the parameters to be identified were considered as a state 

variable having zero dynamics. They verified the result obtained from the simulation is as 

per the theoretical findings and extended KF based parameter identification method can be 

implemented practically (Munguia et al. 2019).  

 

 To figure out the actual rotor position and control speed of ac motor without using 

sensors, motor parameters are needed to be estimated. Shi et al. (2012) proposed an 

identification process based on extended KF to find out permanent magnetic flux of a 

synchronous motor which overcome the identification problems due to lower order state 

equation. They found that by using extended KF the online identification accuracy of magnet 

flux was very precise with error being approximately 0.8% (Shi et al. 2012).  

 

In an electric motor with the armature windings, the armature unbalance is the main reason 

for vibration hence it must be balanced properly before assembling the motor, to ensure the 

motor when on use is within the safe vibration limit. Tseng et al. put forward a novel 

technique to automatically balance the motor armature by using KF based technique. They 

utilized KF to make the milling system adaptive to wear. They used unbalance measuring 

device and milling machine. The unbalance measuring device had DC motor, infra-ray 

sensor, vibration sensors, and a system to run the armature. They successfully developed a 

dynamic balancing system of armatures using KF which had satisfactory result as per 

International Organisation for Standardization (ISO), hence they concluded that the method 

could be basis for a full automated balance system (Tseng et al. 2006).  

 

 Unbalance being the most common problem in rotor dynamics is also the most researched 

topic. Zou et.al. (2019) found a new method for unbalance identification using finite element 

model with addition of AKF. The method had pre-defined initial conditions and was able to 

address random noises. The method focused on identification of unbalance resulted because 

of modelling and measurement errors. It could filter out the errors mentioned in real time 

and with good accuracy. The results obtained from simulation verified that the method 
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could be very effective in identifying unbalance in a rotor system for various rotational 

speeds, unbalance form and location (Zou et al, 2019).  

 

It can be concluded that KF has been an active area of research since its early days (1960s), 

with area of application being on wide ranges namely aviation industries, traffic navigation, 

finance, ships, robotics, rotor dynamics etc. In rotor dynamics the recent trend is to use KF 

based method for automated online identification of faults. 

 

3 METHODS 

Finite element method (FEM) is commonly used method to find dynamic and static 

behaviour of structures, which is also applicable in rotating machines (Kirchgaßner, 2015). 

FEM is very useful when dealing with structures having complex geometries or uneven 

loading and different material properties.  The basic concept of FEM is to divide a structure 

to small finite spaces called finite elements where each element is connected with nodes 

while the environment inside the elements are represented by using shape functions. 

Together nodes and elements combined is called mesh. The modelling of a large system or 

structure is hence possible by implementing FEM, as the whole system can be represented 

as the combination of several finite elements. 

 

 In dynamic system, the variables like velocity, displacement, temperature, pressure etc keep 

fluctuating over time resulting in several value of a variable of interest. Introduction of FEM 

in such system reduces the unknown variable within a finite element where it is expressed 

in terms of approximating functions. Such approximating functions are derived by the values 

of the system variables within a specific node which is assumed to be located at the element’s 

boundary and the solution is based on the values of the variables within the element (Desai 

et.al. 2011, p.28).  The types of finite elements can be summarised as 1 D line elements 

(spring, truss, pipe etc.), 2D plane elements (membrane, plate, shell etc.), 3 D solid elements 

(triangular, quadrilateral, or asymmetric bricks, cylindrical structures etc.) and beam 

elements. (Rao, 2005.p.54).  

 

A solid element is considered as the most common finite elements, it exists in all three 

dimensions i.e., x-y-z dimension and the material is distributed throughout the structure 

(Kuusisto, 2017). An example of a 3D solid structure is shown in Figure 1(c). Beam element 
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is another popular type used in finite element analysis, beam is a structure which resist 

bending against the applied force and has significantly long length than breadth and height. 

Finite element models of beam are based on either Euler Bernoulli or Timoshenko beam 

theory.  (Wang et al, 2000). Both theories are there to account deformation of beam when 

load is acted upon with Timoshenko beam theory being an extension of Euler Bernoulli 

(Wang, 1995). Use of beam element can be advantageous over solid element because of the 

computational efficiency as beam element have higher degrees of freedom than solid 

element (Anargyros, 2018) 

 

The manufacturing industry demands fast, precise, reliable products with assurance of 

occupational safety. Such requirements can be met by practicing proper analysis of the 

system at the design stage itself by creating a model able to represent the real system. This 

process of creating replica model of a physical system using software and virtual sensors is 

called digital twin (Wang, et.al. 2019). The modelling of rotor system or rotating machines 

as finite elements is necessary to analyse the system, its operational performance, faults and 

predict the parameters (Friswell et al. 2010, p.431). 

 

3.1 Rotor modelling 

In this study the rotor was modelled as a Timoshenko 3D beam element and its dimension; 

material properties and inertial property was defined. Timoshenko beam theory can account 

the shear deformation as it accounts shear and rotational inertia (Labuschagne et.al. 2008). 

The selection of Timoshenko beam was based on the fact that, it is more reliable in predicting 

beam’s response than the beam based on Euler Bernoulli theory (Loudini, 2010).  The input 

data with the material properties like modulus of elasticity (E), poisson’s ratio (v), density 

(ρ) and the dimension of shaft and the location of change in dimension of the shaft was 

defined. The whole system was subdivided as nodes and elements. Finite element analysis 

is carried out by dividing a model into several small pieces and each such piece is called 

finite element. The end points of each element are called nodes. Figure 3  is a representation 

of a rotor model based on Timoshenko beam theory. It has 12 elements as shown in the 

figure and they are connected to each other with nodes, which is represented by small circle. 
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Figure 3 Rotor model with bearings, disk as 3D beam elements. 

 

The symmetric bearings acting as a spring damper are attached on the third and eleventh 

nodes which are also the support of the rotor system and the disk starting at fifth node 

through ninth.  The equation of motion of the whole rotor system can be derived as matrices 

by following the standard assembly procedure of FEM as follows, 

 

𝑴�̈� + (𝑪 + Ω𝑮)�̇� + 𝑲𝑥 = 𝑭 (1) 

  

where 𝑴 is the mass matrix of the system, 𝑪 is the damping matrix, 𝑲 is the stiffness matrix 

and 𝑮 is the gyroscopic matrix, vector 𝑥 is the vector of system’s degree of freedom, 𝑭 is 

the external force in vector form and Ω is the shaft’s angular velocity. 

 

3.2 Kalman filter method  

Simulation based study which is as per the laws of physics helps in enhancing the reliability 

as it is possible to visualise the fault and its effect on the system at the designing stage itself. 

Some of the variables which would be not feasible or economic to measure can also be 

calculated using real time simulation of the system (Lehtonen, 2006, p.11) While dealing 

with state estimation of a nonlinear system the classical KF cannot be applied as it is able to 

deal with linear system only. Hence, EKF was further developed from the classical theory 

of KF and has been widely used while dealing with nonlinear system’s state estimation. EKF 

is simple to implement, involves matrix operation which is very efficient to compute but the 

need of calculating the Jacobian can be cumbersome and it is applicable only when the 

distribution is unimodal meaning there needs to be significant rise in the value of the 
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distribution till a peak is reached and then the inevitable fall or decrease in the value of 

distribution. A matrix of partial derivatives of vector function is called Jacobian matrix and 

its determinant simply Jacobian (Khalil et.al. 2002). Moreover, EKF can also result in larger 

error if the system has very high degree of non-linearity resulting from the uncertainty of the 

random movement of the system. To overcome this flaw the novel approach called 

(Unscented Kalman Filter) UKF was developed (Yi Cao, 2020). The KF requires system 

equation to be written in state-space form, if gyroscopic effect is neglected equation (1) can 

be written as, 

X(t) = 𝐀X(t) + 𝐁F(t) (2) 

Y(t) = 𝐂X(t) + 𝐃X(t) (3) 

 

 

Where X(t) is the state vector, X(t)= (X1, Y1, X2, Y2, �̇�1, 𝑋2,̇ 𝑌1̇, 𝑌2̇ ), 

 A=[
0 1

−
𝐾

𝑀
−

𝐶

𝑀

], B=[
0
1

𝑀

], C=[0 1], D= [0] and velocity is the output. A, B, C and D are 

system matrix, input matrix, output matrix (measurement matrix) and feedthrough matrix 

respectively.  

 

  

Since KF is only able to address the linear system and almost everything in the real world 

for example aircrafts, birds, vehicles etc. do not necessarily move in a straight line, EKF is 

must if state estimation of real-world problem like aircraft is to be solved.  In EKF the 

nonlinearity of the system is represented by a function as in equation (12) and (13), the 

current state is the function of the previous state, input and process noise whereas the 

observation is the function of current state and measurement noise. The predicted state and 

the observation are linearized   by introducing the Jacobian matrices which is the first order 

partial derivatives of vector functions in multiple dimensions. In this study Jacobian is 

assumed to be constant. The entire process can be explained as in the  Figure 4, the model is 

linearized first then the EKF is applied and with EKF comes the EKF variables, the predicted 

state is calculated as in equation (16), the Kalman gain is calculated as in equation (20) and 

finally the estimate is made by introducing Kalman gain to the prior estimate and 

measurement residual as in equation (21). .  
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3.2.1 Kalman filter algorithm 

KF model assumes that the state of system at time k is evolved from the previous state say, 

k-1 Including the modelling and measurement noise equation (2) and (3) can be written as, 

 

𝑋(𝑘) = 𝑨𝑋(𝑘 − 1) + 𝑩𝐹(𝑘 − 1) + 𝑤(𝑘) (4) 

𝑌(𝑘) = 𝑪𝑋(𝑘) + 𝑣(𝑘) (5) 

 

Where k is the time step and w(k) and v(k) are the vector representing process noise and 

measurement noise, assumed to be zero mean Gaussian white noise having covariance Q 

and R respectively. 

 

KF algorithm has two stages as prediction and update, first a prediction is made based on 

the previous state of the system and the obtained result is updated based on the error 

(Owoyemi, 2017.) The two stages of KF algorithm can be represented as, 

Prediction: 

Predicted state estimate �̂� −(𝑘) = 𝐴�̂� +(𝑘 − 1) + 𝐵𝐹(𝑘 − 1) (6) 

Predicted error covariance 𝑃−(𝑘) = 𝐴𝑃+(𝑘 − 1)𝐴′ + 𝑄 (7) 

 

 

where �̃� means estimate of 𝑋, −𝑎𝑛𝑑 + indicates the estimations made before and after 

update and 𝑃 is the error covariance. The final predicted state of the variable 𝑋 i.e., �̃�+ is 

based on the estimate made before the update. 

 

Update: 

Measurement residual �̂�  (𝑘) = 𝑌(𝑘) − 𝐶�̂� −(𝑘) (8) 

Kalman gain 
𝐾(𝑘) =

𝑃(𝑘)𝐶′

(𝑅 + 𝐶𝑃(𝑘)𝐶′)
 

(9) 

   

Updated state estimate �̂�(𝑘) + = �̂� −(𝑘) + 𝐾(𝑘)�̂�(𝑘) (10) 

Updated error covariance 𝑃(𝑘)+ = (1 − 𝐾(𝑘)𝐶) 𝑃−(𝑘) (11) 

   

The measurement residual �̂�(𝑘) is the difference between true value and the estimated value 

of the variable X. Estimated value is obtained by multiplying predicted state and 
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measurement matrix i.e. 𝐶�̂� −(𝑘).  𝐾(𝑘)�̂�(𝑘) is the correction for the state estimated before 

�̂� −(𝑘). 𝑃(𝑘)+ is the updated error covariance which is less than the previously estimated 

error covariance i.e., 𝑃−(𝑘). 

 

3.2.2 Extended Kalman filter  

EKF can be used if the system is nonlinear, meaning it cannot be defined in terms of 

multiplication of vectors and matrices like in (2) and (3). Suppose a nonlinear system is 

defined by the following equations with observation model and additive noise as, 

 

𝑋(𝑘) = 𝑓(𝑋(𝑘 − 1), 𝑢(𝑘 − 1)) + 𝑤(𝑘 − 1) (12) 

𝑌(𝑘) = 𝑐(𝑋(𝑘)) + 𝑣(𝑘) (13) 

 

where 𝑓 is function of previous state, 𝑋(𝑘 − 1), 𝑢(𝑘 − 1) is input to compute current state 

𝑋(𝑘), 𝑐 is the measurement function of current state, 𝑌(𝑘) is the parameter to be computed, 

𝑤(𝑘 − 1) and 𝑣(𝑘) are the Gaussian noises of the process and measurement model with 

covariance Q and R, respectively. EKF requires computation of Jacobian matrix, which is 

calculated for each model at each time step as, 

 

𝐹(𝑘 − 1) =
𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝑥
│�̂� +(𝑘 − 1), 𝑢(𝑘 − 1) 

(14) 

𝐶(𝑘) =
𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝑥
│�̂� −(𝑘) (15) 

where 𝐹 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶 varies vary as per the variation in state variables at each time step, this 

linearizes the model about the current estimate. EFK has two steps as KF i.e. prediction and 

update, which can be represented as, 

 

Prediction:   

State estimate �̂� − = 𝑓(�̂� +(𝑘 − 1), 𝑢(𝑘 − 1)) (16) 

Error covariance 𝑃−(𝑘) =  𝐹(𝑘 − 1)𝑃+(𝑘 − 1) 𝐹𝑇(𝑘 − 1) + 𝑄 (17) 
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Update: 

 

  

Measurement 

residual 

�̂�(𝑘) = 𝑌(𝑘) − 𝑐(�̂� −(𝑘)) (18) 

Kalman gain 
𝐾(𝑘) =

𝑃−(𝑘)𝐶′(𝑘)

(𝑅 + 𝐶(𝑘)𝑃−(𝑘)𝐶𝑇(𝑘))
 

(29) 

State estimate �̂� + = �̂� −(𝑘) + 𝐾(𝑘)�̂�(𝑘) (20) 

Error covariance  𝑃(𝑘)+ = (1 − 𝐾(𝑘)𝐶(𝑘)) 𝑃−(𝑘) (21) 

 

The main contrast between KF and EKF is, it makes estimate of predicted state and 

measurement by nonlinear functions 𝑓(𝑋(𝑘 − 1), 𝑢(𝑘 − 1)) and 𝑐(𝑋(𝑘)). (Kim et.al. 2018).  

 

 

Figure 4 Flow chart on working of EKF. 
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 Figure 4 shows the steps followed by EKF, one firm reason to use KF is because it allows 

to get good estimation of the actual state by combining system matrix, input matrix, 

observation and considers noises. The error that may have occurred in measurement, model 

or in selecting initial condition are called noise. 

 

3.3 Test case 

3.3.1 Test case (Simulation based test case) 

A FEM model of rotor system was created in MATLAB with two disks, two bearings and 

eleven nodes. The model was based in Timoshenko beam elements, with each node having 

two translational and two rotational DOF. The two bearings are attached at node 2 and 10 

and two disks at node 4 and  8 (Kang et.al, 2019). Figure 5 represents the FEM model of the 

system where the elements of the system and their location in terms of nodes is visible. 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 5 FEM model of the rotor system. 

 

The analysis is carried out based on shaft line model, meaning the mesh is created in a way 

the nodal locations fall along the shaft line. The various parameters of the system are listed 

in Table 1. 
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Table 1 The physical parameters and dimension of the system (Kang et.al, 2020) 

Shaft diameter, 𝐷 0.01265 m 

Maximum rotation speed, Ω 6000 rpm 

Mass, 𝑚 0.86 kg 

Length of rotor, 𝐿 0.85m 

Density, 𝜌 7800 kg/m3 

Disc’s inner diameter, 𝑑1 0.01265 m 

Disc’s outer diameter, 𝑑2 0.08 m 

Disc’s thickness, 𝑡  0.015 m 

Bearing diameter, 𝑑𝑏 0.01265 m 

Length to diameter ratio, 𝑙𝑟 1 

Radical clearance of bearings, 𝑏𝑐 5·10-5 m 

Modulus of elasticity, 𝐸 2.1·1011 N/m2 

The input variables which are assumed to be measured data is represented in Table 2. 

 

 

3.3.2 Measured data 

In order to apply EKF a set of measured data is required, since there was no measured data 

available, simulated data were used as measured data. The parameters listed in Table 1 is the 

physical parameter of the rotor system, however only unbalance was selected to be varied, 

study its effect on the model along with how EKF could correct the output and they are listed 

in Table 2.  

Table 2 The unbalance mass and bearing coefficient of the system. 

Unbalance mass, UB 
Node 4 Node 10 

0.0025 kg 0.005 kg 

 

The vertical and horizontal displacement (Y and Z axis respectively) of the measured model 

was observed at node 2 and 10. Each node had 6 DOF (translational and rotational), however 

in this study only translational displacement in Y and Z axis is considered. The resulting 
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displacement at bearing locations based on the parameters represented in Table 2 was 

obtained against the modified values of those parameters represented in Table 3 and with 

EKF’s correction. 

3.3.3 Numerical model 

Numerical modelling is one way to solve mathematic model if the mathematic model is too 

complicated to get analytical solution which is the case in most nonlinear system. It can be 

used for analyzing dynamic behavior of the system and can be modified, for example in this 

study one parameter  𝑈𝐵 was modified than that of measured data model. Numerical model 

can be verified by comparing results obtained with the measured data model.  The parameter 

that was varied is represented in Table 3. 

 

Table 3 The unbalance mass of numerical model. 

Unbalance mass, UB 
Node 4 Node 10 

0.0055 kg 0.0080 kg 

 

Table 3 represents the amount of unbalance mass at Node 4 and 10, respectively. The 

numerical model had almost double the unbalance mass than that of measured data model. 

 

The vertical and horizontal displacement (Y and Z axis respectively) of the numerical model 

was also observed at the same node as measured data i.e., at 2 and 10. The initial conditions 

for the measured, numerical and EKF measurements are represented in Table . 

 

Table 4 Initial conditions for the measured, modelled and EKF measurements. 

Measurement Velocity Displacement 

Measured 0 0 m 

Numerical model 0 5·10-6 m 

EKF 0 5·10-6 m 

 

 

3.4 EKF variables 

While applying EKF to the system, observation error matrix  (𝑅 ),  plant covariance matrix  

(𝑄𝑟) , initial state estimate �̂�+ and initial covariance matrix  (𝑃0) needs to be introduced. 
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The EKF variables are often chosen arbitrarily and the systematic technique for choosing 

EKF variable is a topic of active research (Schneider et.al. 2013). Since the performance of 

the filter is largely influenced by the user defined input EKF parameters, the tuning of the 

covariance matrices’ parameters is very important step as it may result in instability of the 

system, even if everything else is correct (Sanjuro et.al. 2017). The values of the plant 

covariance matrix tell filter the difference between the filter model and the model with 

measured value. Similarly, the observation error matrix’s value defines the error in the 

measurements obtained from sensors. The effect of these two covariance matrices 𝑄𝑟 and 𝑅 

on the system output can be defined in simple term as higher the values the more difference 

in the filter model and model with measured data and more error in the sensor measurements, 

respectively. The covariance matrix 𝑄𝑟 was assumed to have constant values in this study 

because of the lack of availability of the actual data and measured data is based on 

simulation. It is assumed that 𝑅 is not time dependent and is generally provided by the 

manufacturer of the measuring device.  Moreover, the filter performance is also dependent 

of the accuracy of the initial states, the initial covariance matrix 𝑃0 and it defines the 

confidence in the initial values used. The initial values and 𝑃0 selection is very critical 

because sometimes the filter performance is hardly effected by 𝑄𝑟 and 𝑅 but highly effected 

by the initial values and 𝑃0 (Miller et.al. 2008).  

 

3.4.1 Plant covariance matrix (𝑄𝑟) 

The most difficult matrix to define in EKF 𝑄𝑟, refers to the inaccuracies expected in the 

modeling errors for example in the state equations. The 𝑄𝑟 can be set to zero if the system 

is accurate perfectly, however there is always a chance to have some modelling errors, 

measurement errors, discretization error etc. (Rhudy, 2015). The 𝑄𝑟 is generally introduced 

by the hit and trial method, firstly a nonzero 𝑄𝑟’s value is fed through the equation and upon 

the study of its effect in the output, it can be further tuned (Laamari, et.al. 2014). For 

example, Kang et.al. found that when the plant covariance was less than 1e-16, the estimated 

values for displacement was very close to the actual value (Kang et.al. 2020). The 𝑄𝑟 in this 

study was based on its effect on the result, the extremely small value of 𝑄𝑟as of Kang et.al. 

had no significant improvement in filter performance, hence the 𝑄𝑟 value was chosen to be 

1e-1. 
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3.4.2 Observation error matrix (𝑅) 

The observation error covariance matrix represents the intensity of the divergence of 

obtained data from the actual one from sensors (Liu et.al. 2019). It is assumed that 𝑅 value 

is not time dependent and, in most cases, provided by the sensor manufacturer. However, 

the observation error matrix can be derived as, 

 

𝑅 = 𝜆𝑅𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔. (𝜎2) 

 

(22) 

where 𝜆𝑅 ≥1, 𝜎  is the standard deviation of the output from the sensor, depending on the 

confidence on the device’s output 𝜆𝑅 can be raised even beyond 1. In an experiment 

conducted by Miller et.al. where they used EKF to identify bearing coefficient, it was found 

that 𝑅 value when set between (0.2-2) ·10-6 m, could give acceptable result (Miller et.al. 

2008).  The value for this study was hence chosen to be 1·10-3 m. 

 

3.4.3 Initial covariance matrix (𝑃0) 

The initial state estimation �̂�+ is required for the implementation of EKF, however the true 

value of �̂�+ is seldom known. Hence, a covariance matrix 𝑃0 needs to be introduced which 

defines the uncertainty of the initial state. Unlike observation error matrix, the range of initial 

state uncertainty cannot be measured physically. Therefore, it is very important to set the 

initial covariance matrix. If the value of 𝑃0 is too small in the meantime  �̂�+ has high 

divergence compared to the measured one, the resulting Kalman gain is also small and the 

filter relies on the numerical model heavily and conversely filter might diverge. There is no 

standard rule to set the initial covariance matrix, as it is done by setting a certain value and 

analysing its effect on the outcome. The initial covariance in this study was set to be 1·10-4, 

meaning there is relatively high confidence on the initial values.  

 

3.4.4 State transition matrix (PHI) 

State transition matrix defines the state of system from initial time to measured time, if initial 

time is supposed to be 𝑡0 and reference time is 𝑡  the state transition matrix will relate the 

state of a system from 𝑡0  to 𝑡 . In this study state transition matrix is diagonal matrix of 1. 
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4 RESULT  

In this section the results obtained while varying the two chosen parameters i.e., unbalance 

and bearing coefficient for the measured, model and EKF is presented. First the result 

obtained from varying unbalance mass and its effect in the displacement at each of the 

observed node in measured (true) and model (bad model) was considered and then the EKF’s 

correction was introduced. Same procedure was followed but with bearing coefficient as the 

varying parameters. The result obtained by varying the two parameters, one at a time for 

measured and modelled model and EKF’s correction was found as follow. 

 

4.1 Unbalance mass 

The assumed unbalance mass for measured and numerical model is listed in Table 2 and 

Table 3 respectively. The Y and Z axis displacement of both model at the bearing nodes is 

represented in Figure 6. 

 

 

 

  

(a) (c) 

  

(b) (d) 

 

Figure 6 Simulated measurement and model displacements at (a) Node 2 Y (vertical) (b) 

Node 2 Z (horizontal) (c) Node 10 Y (vertical) (d) Node 10 Z (horizontal) 

 

The effect of unbalance mass in displacement at each observed node is represented in Figure 

6, there seems to be significant contrast between the measured and modelled model’s 

displacement. 
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4.1.1 EKF’s correction 

After evaluating the displacement of measured and modelled model at the specific nodes as 

shown in Figure 6, the next step was to introduce EKF’s correction. The different EKF 

variables were chosen as per section 3.4, the tuning was done by varying the variables and 

observing the result. The result obtained from the measured, modelled and EKF’s correction 

is shown in  

Figure 7. 

 

 

 

  

(a) (c) 

  

(b) (d) 

 

Figure 7 The measured vs model vs EKF displacements with four observations (a) Node 2 

Y (vertical) (b) Node 2 Z (horizontal) (c) Node 10 Y (vertical) (d) Node 10 Z (horizontal) 

directions, respectively. 

 

The EKF had initial condition as of modelled model, even though it started from different 

location with time it should have gone closer to the measured model which was the primary 

reason for using EKF. But as seen in  

Figure 7 the displacement stayed closer to the bad model if not matched and was never able 

to generate result closer to that of measured data model. One reason for that could be the 

limited number of observations used, hence the number of observations was increased to six 

locations from initial four.  
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Figure 8 represents the 4 displacement signals (vertical and horizontal) obtained from the 

bearing locations, however the total number of observations were six. Apart from the bearing 

location, the displacement of node 1 was also included. 

 

  

(a) (c) 

  

(b) (d) 
 

 

Figure 8 Displacement at (a) Node 2 Y (vertical) (b) Node 2 Z (horizontal) (c) Node 10 Y 

(vertical) (d) Node 10 (horizontal) directions respectively, with six observation locations. 

 

It can be seen from the figure that EKF is able to correct the signal from modelled model to 

the measured for the second bearing location (node 10). However, it seems EKF is not able 

to correct the model at node 2. Therefore, to see if the result will be corrected for all four-

displacement signal by EKF when the number of observations is further increased, the 

number of observation location was raised to ten. In addition to the bearing locations’ 

vertical and horizontal displacement, the displacements of node 1, 3 and 4 was also included.  

Figure 9 represents the vertical and horizontal displacement signal coming from the bearing 

locations, with the number of observations increased, EKF is able to correct displacement at 

both nodes which was not the case with 4 and 6 observation done previously. 
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(a) (c) 

  

(b) (d) 
 

 

Figure 9 Displacement at (a) Node 2 Y (vertical) (b) Node 2 Z (horizontal) (c) Node 10 Y 

(vertical) (d) Node 10 (horizontal) directions respectively, with ten observation locations. 

 

Since the performance of EKF seems to be better as the number of observations was 

increased to 6 from 4 and even better when increased to 10, It can be concluded that, with 

the current parameters EKF is able to correct the model to measured only with higher number 

of observations. 

 

5 DISCUSSIONS 

This section is divided in three subheadings, with each sub heading the results obtained is 

further explained. The first subheading focuses on how by increasing the number of 

observation location it was possible for EKF to correct the model to measured. The second 

one is focusing on how the result can be obtained even with the smaller number of 

observations as it may not be feasible to have several observation points. The third one is 

about what was the scope of this study and how can the obtained result be applied. 

 

5.1 Number of observations 

The result obtained with different conditions in terms of number of observation locations 

and models considered for analysis are represented in section  4. The contrast in vertical and 

horizontal displacement signal of modelled and measured model at the bearing locations is 

represented in Figure 6, the difference is due to the unbalance mass and erroneous initial 

conditions of the modelled model. EKF was then introduced with same initial condition as 
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the modelled model to correct the modelled model to the measured. The initial test with four 

observation location (bearings) gave nothing conclusive as the modelled and EKF signal 

coincided. EKF even though started from the modelled model’s initial condition, should 

have eventually matched with the measured signal. The number of observations was then 

increased to 6 and as seen in  

Figure 8,  it seems to be working because it was able to correct the second bearing’s 

displacement signal to the measured model. The result was better but was still not able to 

correct both nodes’ displacement signals, hence the number of observations was increased 

to 10, with 10 observations as seen in  

Figure 9, EKF was able to correct both nodes’ signal to measured. It can be hence concluded 

that with the current input parameters, EKF is not able to correct the model if only the bearing 

locations are considered for observation, but if the observation locations are increased it will 

have better results. 

 

However, in real system it is not always possible to have such liberty of several measurement 

locations. Typically, a rotor system has two measurement point per bearing and no more 

because, firstly the rotor may not be accessible in such large number of locations and 

secondly it is not economic as it increases the sensor cost. One reason why EKF was not able 

to correct the model with 4 observations could be the scaling of the plot, as the vibration at 

the bearing nodes seems to be very high compared to the other nodes.    

 

5.2 Covariance matrices 

 The design of the covariance matrices (plant noise and sensor noise) has significant impact 

on the performance of EKF, the covariance matrices used in this study and how they were 

chosen is explained in section 3.4. The acceleration was not considered in the study which 

may have resulted in the poor result. The plant covariance matrix for this study was the 

diagonal term 1e-1 multiplied by identity matrix and rest zero. The plant covariance matrix 

designed in such a way that; it accounts not only displacement and velocity but acceleration 

also, may yield better result. One way to design plant covariance matrix is as follows, 

(Jaiswal, et.al, 2021) 
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(23) 

where, 𝜎�̈�
 
 
 is the variance of the plant noise (modelling error) in the acceleration level, 𝛥𝑡  is 

the time step and 𝐼𝑔 is the identity matrix. The variables’ selection here is bit tricky as it is 

done by hit and trial and analysing its effect on the result.  

 

Similarly, the sensor error covariance matrix could also be computed so that it is able to 

account both state’s standard deviation i.e., displacement and velocity. In this study the 

sensor error covariance matrix was calculated by multiplying a constant number 1e-3 with 

the identity matrix, if instead it is calculated so that it accounts both state’s standard deviation 

individually, the result may further improve. In that case the sensor covariance matrix would 

be as follow (Jaiswal, et.al, 2021) 

𝑅 = [
𝜎𝑧

2𝐼 0

0 𝜎𝑣
2𝐼

] 

 

(24) 

where 𝜎𝑧
  and 𝜎𝑣

  are the standard deviation of the sensor noise for displacement and velocity 

respectively and 𝐼 is the identity matrix. If the plant covariance matrix and sensor error 

covariance matrix is designed as per equation (23) and (24), the EKF may be able to correct 

the model even with smaller number of observations. 

 

5.3 Future scope  

EKF was able to correct both node’s displacement signal, but where can it be applied and 

how? could be a concern. It can be further utilised to compute the parameter of interest at 

desired location.  The scope of this study was to correct the modelled model having unknown 

parameters against the measured model by using EKF, which was successful. The obtained 

signal could now be used to compute the parameters of interest of the model. It can be done 

by either augmenting the EKF algorithm and taking the unknown parameter to be predicted 

as a state variable and second by post processing the acquired signal. If the parameter of 

interest is for example unbalance mass, then it should also be included as the state variable 

alongside other states like displacement and velocity. The output signal may have different 
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form depending on the sensor, hence if needed can be further processed to convert to the 

desired form. Moreover, there is always room for improving the readability and general look 

which can be enhanced based on the demand of the work and reader.  

 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The main purpose of this research was to utilize EKF algorithm in parameter estimation of 

the rotor system (displacement at bearing location in this case) with faulty measurements. 

Studies focused on the advancement of rotor dynamics has great scope considering the 

rotating machines accounts for nearly half of the consumption of global electricity produced 

each year. One of the major factors responsible for the reduction of lifecycle of rotating 

machine is excessive vibration resulting from the rotor unbalance. Rotor unbalance occurs 

when elements mounted such as shaft, disks, blades etc.  has centre of gravity not 

corresponding to the rotational axis.  

 

Conventionally model based signal processing, in which the measured signal is further 

processed is practiced to carryout vibrational analysis which gives information about the 

nature of the vibration, cause and possible way to control it. This process further aids in 

extracting desired information like damping coefficient, stiffness, location of the fault, 

magnitude of the displacement, velocity, acceleration signal etc. However, it is not possible 

to have measured data from several locations as there are limited number of sensors installed 

in a rotor system due to the cost factor and accessibility of the location. Hence a method 

which is able to estimate parameters at locations where measured data is not available can 

be of great interest. 

 

 In this study EKF algorithm-based method was proposed to estimate the displacement of 

vibrational signals at different nodes.  The study started with introduction to rotor dynamics, 

scope of rotating machines globally, faults and causes of it in rotor system and methods used 

for vibrational analysis. A few research questions were formulated, and they are as follows, 

• why is estimation necessary? 

• which type of KF is more suitable for parameter estimation in rotor dynamics? 

• How to verify the result obtained from KF? 

• what are the parameters that is to be estimated? 
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• How to select the system state (displacement, velocity, acceleration, or force etc) for 

implementing KF? 

• What are the post-processing steps to interpret the optimized state signal and identify 

a parameter?   

The whole study can be generalised as answers to the research questions. In doing so the 

displacement of modelled model against the measured was observed. Due to unavailability 

of the actual data, the simulated data was assumed to be the measured one. A FEM model of 

the rotor system was created based on Timoshenko 3D beam element and its equation of 

motion was derived in terms of matrices. The equation was further moulded in state space 

form as KF based method requires the equation to be in state space form. EKF was chosen 

over KF because of latter’s inability to deal with non-linearities. EKF simply is an enhanced 

version of KF which functions by making linear approximation of the nonlinear function. It 

is suitable for functions whose signal propagate in a pattern of a clear accent and decent, it 

can be taken as why not use EKF, nevertheless it was suitable for this study. The selection 

of EKF variables like plant covariance matrix, observation error matrix, initial covariance 

matrix is very critical as the system may be sensitive to even small change in their values. 

The selection of these values being critical is in the meantime tricky, as it is done by hit and 

trial. The systematic method to compute these variables is hence an active area of research.  

 

The rotor system’s each element was assigned a node and even though each node had 4 

DOFs, two rotational and two translational, only the translational DOFs were considered in 

this study. In the FEM model created, there was a total of 10 elements and 11 nodes. There 

were two disks and two bearings at node 4, 8 and 2, 10, respectively. The physical parameters 

of the system were based on Kang et.al, 2020. Unbalance mass was the parameter chosen as 

faulty one for modelled model, moreover modelled model had different initial condition than 

that of the measured one. The displacement signal at the node of interest for the modelled vs 

measured was generated, it showed how the signals from the two models deviate from each 

other. The EKF algorithm was then introduced with same initial condition as the modelled 

model, ideally EKF should be able to correct the modelled model’s signal to measured even 

with the faulty parameters and initial conditions.  

 

The measured, modelled and EKF correction was computed for the displacement signal at 

the bearing location, the result was not conclusive. The EKF was not able to correct the 
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model at all as it followed the modelled model’s signal exclusively. One reason for this result 

was the small number of observation point, hence next up, the number of observation points 

were increased, initially to six then to ten. The result improved significantly with increased 

number of observation point, with six observation point EKF was able to correct 

displacement signal for first bearing (node 2) already to measured and with ten it was able 

to correct both node’s displacement signal to the measured. The result was further polished 

to improve the readability for the readers.  

 

This was a success however, as mentioned above increasing observation point may not be 

possible because of the inaccessibility of the rotor where sensor is to be installed and the 

cost incurred in adding the sensors. Therefore, the measures that can be taken which may 

eliminate the need of increasing the observation point and, in the meantime, give effective 

result with limited observation point is discussed in section 5.2. 

 

As discussed in section 5.2 the future work could be designing the covariance matrices as 

per the equations listed and observing if it generates the desired result with smaller number 

of observation points. The displacement magnitude at the bearing locations seems to be very 

high and even up to ten times in some cases than other nodes, so the scaling of the plot could 

be modified. Furthermore, UKF can be used for parameter estimation as it addresses the 

linearizing issue EKF may suffer. For EKF, a verified method for computing the variables 

could be developed further. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX I: In data for the rotor model and faults. 

% INPUT FILE FOR ROTOR-BEARING DYNAMICS CODE (RoBeDyn) 
% the case is from literature. DOI: 10.3390/s20020565 
% case specs: solid shaft with two discs and journal bearings , no info 

on 
% supports 
% Model recreated by Tuhin Choudhury || May 2020 
function Inp=Indata_Kang_et_al(Request) 
%-Model name--------------------------------------------% 
Inp.model_title=''; 

  
badParameter=Request.badParameter; 
if badParameter~=0 
    percentOfTrue=1-Request.extentOfBadness; % percentage of resemblance 

of bad parameter to the true model 
    % for e.g. for 30 % variation, 0.3 is the extent of badness and the 

bad 
    % parameter is 70% of the true parameter. 
end 
% node locations provided by Dr Yang Kang L=0.85; % length of shaft  
Location=[0, 0.06, 0.138, 0.243, 0.348, 0.425, 0.502, 0.607, 0.712, 0.79, 

0.85 ]; 

  
%Ltest=L1+L2+L3+L4+L5+L6+L7+L8+L9+L10; 
%Lavgtest=(l1+l2+l3+l4+l5)*2; 

  
% akselin halkaisijat 
D1=0.01265;    % akselin halkaisija 
% L=0.85; % length of shaft  
% Materiaaliarvot 
E=2.1e11*0.9; 
nuxy=0.3; 
rho=7800; %  mass= 0.86 kg 
ks=6*(1+nuxy)/(7+6*nuxy); %shear correction factor  

  
%-Real Constant-----------------------------------------%  
%--ID,A,Izz,Iyy,H,B,theta,istrn,Ixx,shearz,sheary 
Inp.Real=[ 1, pi*D1^2/4, pi*D1^4/64, pi*D1^4/64, D1, D1, 0, 0, 

pi*D1^4/32, ks, ks %akseli D1 
             ]; 

  
%keypointit 
k1=[Location(1),0,0]';  % akselin  pää 
k2=[Location(2),0,0]'; 
k3=[Location(3),0,0]'; 
k4=[Location(4),0,0]';  
k5=[Location(5),0,0]';  
k6=[Location(6),0,0]';  
k7=[Location(7),0,0]'; 
k8=[Location(8),0,0]';  
k9=[Location(9),0,0]';  
k10=[Location(10),0,0]';  
k11=[Location(11),0,0]'; 

  
%------------------------------------------------------------ 
% Solmujen ja elementtien generointi keypointtien välille..... 
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% [Node,Elem,MaxNodeNro,MaxElemNro]= 
%                     Lmesh(startp,endp, Nelem,  MatID,RealID,   

nodestart,elemstart,start_node) 
[Node1,Elem1,MxN,MxE]=Lmesh(k1,k2         ,1,        1,1,                

1,  1,1);    

  
[Node2,Elem2,MxN,MxE]=Lmesh(k2,k3         ,1,        1,1,              

MxN,MxE+1,0);  

  
[Node3,Elem3,MxN,MxE]=Lmesh(k3,k4         ,1,        1,1,              

MxN,MxE+1,0);  

  
[Node4,Elem4,MxN,MxE]=Lmesh(k4,k5         ,1,        1,1,              

MxN,MxE+1,0);  

  
[Node5,Elem5,MxN,MxE]=Lmesh(k5,k6         ,1,        1,1,              

MxN,MxE+1,0);  

  
[Node6,Elem6,MxN,MxE]=Lmesh(k6,k7         ,1,        1,1,              

MxN,MxE+1,0);  

  
[Node7,Elem7,MxN,MxE]=Lmesh(k7,k8         ,1,        1,1,              

MxN,MxE+1,0);  

  
[Node8,Elem8,MxN,MxE]=Lmesh(k8,k9         ,1,        1,1,              

MxN,MxE+1,0);  

  
[Node9,Elem9,MxN,MxE]=Lmesh(k9,k10        ,1,        1,1,              

MxN,MxE+1,0);  

  
[Node10,Elem10,MxN,MxE]=Lmesh(k10,k11     ,1,        1,1,              

MxN,MxE+1,0);  

  
Inp.Node=[Node1; Node2; Node3; Node4; Node5; Node6; Node7; Node8; Node9; 

Node10]; % kootaan node matriisi 
% clear Node1 Node2 Node3 Node4 Node5 Node6 Node7 Node8 Node9 Node10 

Node11 Node12 Node13 Node14 Node15 Node16 Node17 Node18 Node19 Node20 

Node21 Node22 Node23 Node24 % tuhotaan turhat muuttujat 
for ii=1:14; eval(strcat('clear Node', num2str(ii))); end % tuhotaan 

turhat muuttujat 

  

  
%lisätään uudet nodet pyörille 
% Inp.Node=[Inp.Node 
%           25, k1(1), 0, 0 
%           26, k14(1), 0, 0 
%           ]; 

  

  

  
%-Elements----------------------------------------------%    
%------ID, I,  J, Mat, Real    
Inp.Elem=[Elem1; Elem2; Elem3; Elem4; Elem5; Elem6; Elem7; Elem8; Elem9; 

Elem10]; % kootaan Elem matriisi 
% clear Elem1 Elem2 Elem3 Elem4 Elem5 Elem6 Elem7 Elem8 Elem9 Elem10 

Elem11 Elem12 Elem13 Elem14 Elem15 Elem16 Elem17 Elem18 Elem19 Elem20 

Elem21 Elem22 Elem23 Elem24 % tuhotaan turhat muuttujat 
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for ii=1:14; eval(strcat('clear Elem', num2str(ii))); end % tuhotaan 

turhat muuttujat 

  
%-Rajoitteet--------------------------------------------% 
%-----Node, Dof, Value 
% estetään aksiaalisiirtymät ja vääntö 
for k=1:size(Inp.Node,1) 
    if k==1 
        Inp.Disp=[Inp.Node(k,1), 1, 0 
                  Inp.Node(k,1), 4, 0 
                  ]; 
    else 
        Inp.Disp=[Inp.Disp 
                  Inp.Node(k,1), 1, 0 
                  Inp.Node(k,1), 4, 0 
                  ]; 
    end 
end 

  
% Inp.Disp=[];   

  

  
%-PointMass Elements-------------------------------------% 
% Pistemassojen inertiat määritelty globaalissa koordinaatistossa 
% MassPoints=[ID, node, mass, Jxx,   Jyy,  Jzz,  ,h    L, dia, dia_in]; 
Inp.MassPoints=[ 1, 4,  1.409,  0.00276077,  0.00140680,  0.00140680,  0, 

0.020, 0.125, D1 % puhallin   
                 2, 8,  1.409,  0.00276077,  0.00140680,  0.00140680,  0, 

0.020, 0.125, D1]; % puhallin  ];     
%-SpringDamper ------------------------------------------%                 
%   SpringDamper=[ID, Inode, Jnode, Type, Dir,  Value]; 
Inp.SpringDamper=[ ]; 
% Type = 1 --> spring 
% Type = 2 --> damper 
% Dir 1=X, 2=Y, 3=Z 
% Jos J node on 0, niin jousi on maassa kiinni 

  

  
% Unbalance masses------------------------------------------- 
% -- Node, value (kg*m), angle 

  

  
%Property Mass (kg) Radius (m) Phase (deg) 
%Node 4 mu1 = 0.0025 r1 = 0.063 0 
%Node 8 mu2 = 0.0050 r2 = 0.063 90 

  
if badParameter==6 

  
  Inp.UB=[4, 0.0080*0.063, 0 
          8, 0.0099*0.063, pi/2]; 
else      
    Inp.UB=[4, 0.0025*0.063, 0 
          8, 0.0050*0.063, pi/2]; 
end 
%-Materiaali--------------------------------------------% 
%---- ID, E, nuxy, rho 
Inp.Mat=[ 1,  E, nuxy, rho]; 
%           2,  E*100, nuxy, rho/10]; 
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%-lumped massa, jos lumpm=1-----------------------------% 
Inp.lumpm=0; 

  
% modal damping ratios 
%                      Mode#, damping 
Inp.ModalDamping=[ 1,    10*1e-3   %1. taivutus 
                   2,    10*1e-3  
                   3,    1.5e-3  %2. taivutus 
                   4,    1.5e-3 
                   5,    2e-3   %3. taivutus 
                   6,    2e-3]; 

  

  
% Bearing parameters ------------------------------------% 
if 1 

      
    % Laakerin matriisien input-------------------------------------% 
    jj=1; 
    Inp.Bearing(jj).type='Bearing Matrix'; % Stringi, joka kuvaa laakeria 
    Inp.Bearing(jj).Inode=2;     % Akselin solmu, johon laakeri on 

liitetty 
    Inp.Bearing(jj).Jnode=0;     % Tuennan solmu, johon laakeri on 

liitetty 

  
    % Stiffness matrix (directions in global coordinate system, x=axial 

dir. yz=radial) 
    %     Kb=[kxx  kxy  kxz 
    %         kyx  kyy  kyz 
    %         kzx  kzy  kzz]; 
    Inp.Bearing(jj).Kb=[2e10    0       0 
                         0    3e7       0 
                         0      0     5e7]; 
    if badParameter==4 % 30% error in vertical stiffness and damping 

coefficient 
        Inp.Bearing(jj).Kb=[3e10    0                    0 
                            0    5e7       0 
                            0       0     7e7]; 
    end 
    % Damping matrix (directions in global coordinate system, x=axial 

dir. yz=radial) 
    %     Cb=[cxx  cxy  cxz 
    %         cyx  cyy  cyz 
    %         czx  czy  czz]; 
    Inp.Bearing(jj).Cb=1e-5*Inp.Bearing(jj).Kb; 

                         
    % Toinen laakeri 
    Inp.Bearing(2)=Inp.Bearing(1); 
    Inp.Bearing(2).Inode=10;     % Akselin solmu, johon laakeri on 

liitetty 
    Inp.Bearing(2).Jnode=0;     % Tuennan solmu, johon laakeri on 

liitetty 

                          
    % Laakeri matriisi input loppuu--------------------------------% 
else 
%     Inp.Bearing=[]; 
end    

   
%-Lähtötietojen muokkaus parempaan muotoon---------------------% 
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% Lisätään massapisteet Elementti matriisiin indeksointia yms. varten 
for jj=1:size(Inp.MassPoints,1) 

     
    ElemMP(jj,1)=MxE+jj; % maksimielementtinumero +1 
    ElemMP(jj,2)=Inp.MassPoints(jj,2); %Solmunumero 
    ElemMP(jj,3:5)=0; % J node ja muut parametrit nollia 

     
end 
% Päivitetään  
if exist('ElemMP') 
    Inp.Elem=[Inp.Elem 
        ElemMP]; 
end 

  

  

       
%-Voimat------------------------------------------------% 
%-----Node, Dof, Value 
% Force=[5,  1,   5000]; 
Inp.Force=[]; 

  
%-Cleanup------------------------------------------------------% 
% Poistetaan väliaikaiset muuttujat 
% Voi kommentoida pois debuggausta varte 
save ModelInp.mat Inp 
clear all 
load ModelInp.mat  
%---------------------------------------------------------------% 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX II: EKF application 

close all;clearvars;clc 

restoredefaultpath 

addpath additionalFunctions 

addpath robedynFunctions 
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Inp.Omega=1000*2*pi/60; 

  

%% load the system matrices for the true / correct / good model 

Request.badParameter= 0; % always keep it zero to load good model here 

MatrxSJ2= robedynMain(Request); 

Matrx=MatrxSJ2; 

Matrx.A=[zeros(size(Matrx.Mcc))        eye(size(Matrx.Mcc)); 

            -Matrx.Mcc\Matrx.Kcc      -

Matrx.Mcc\(Matrx.Ccc+Inp.Omega*Matrx.Gcc)]; 

Matrx.InvM = inv(Matrx.Mcc); 

  

         

clear MatrxSJ2 

  

%% load the system matrices for the bad model 

% choose the parameters which are incorrect in the bad model.  

Request.badParameter= 6; 

Request.extentOfBadness= 0.8; % select between 0 and 1. Desired badness 

in bad model e.g 0.3 means 30% badness  

MatrxSJ2= robedynMain(Request); 

Matrx_bad=MatrxSJ2; 

  

Matrx_bad.A= [zeros(size(Matrx_bad.Mcc))        eye(size(Matrx_bad.Mcc)); 

            -Matrx_bad.Mcc\Matrx_bad.Kcc      -

Matrx_bad.Mcc\(Matrx_bad.Ccc+Inp.Omega*Matrx_bad.Gcc)]; 

Matrx_bad.InvM = inv(Matrx_bad.Mcc); 

         

%% define system 

Inp.ndof=length(Matrx.Mcc(1,:)); % ndof 

Inp.nobs=10; 

if Inp.nobs==4  

  

    Inp.obs1=5; % node 4 dof y 

    Inp.obs2=6; % node 4 dof z 

    Inp.obs3=37;% node 8 dof Y 

    Inp.obs4=38;% node 8 dof Z 

  

elseif Inp.nobs==6 

    Inp.obs1=1; 

    Inp.obs2=2; 

    Inp.obs3=5; 

    Inp.obs4=6; 

  

    Inp.obs5=37; 

    Inp.obs6=38; 

  

elseif Inp.nobs==10 

    Inp.obs1=1; 

    Inp.obs2=2; 

    Inp.obs3=5; 

    Inp.obs4=6; 

     

    Inp.obs5=9; 

    Inp.obs6=10; 

    Inp.obs7=13; 

    Inp.obs8=14; 

    Inp.obs9=37; 

    Inp.obs10=38; 

  

end 
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Inp.dt= 1e-4;  

t=0:Inp.dt:1; % time span 

err=1e-5; 

x0=zeros(1,Inp.ndof); v0=zeros(1,Inp.ndof); 

xinit_good=[x0';v0']; % initial condition for good model 

xinit_bad= [1e-6.*ones(Inp.ndof,1);v0']; % initial condition for bad 

model 

% xinit_bad=[x0';v0']; 

% output nodes 

  

% %test 1 

% Request.outputdofs= [1 2 5 6 9 10 13 14 17 18]; 

% %test 1 

Request.outputdofs= [5,6,37,38]; % bearing locations 

%% solution for good model / measurement/ true model 

tic 

options = odeset('RelTol',err,'MaxStep',5e-5,'Stats','off'); 

[t,True]=ode45(@eom,t,xinit_good,options,Matrx,Inp); 

time=t; 

  

%% solution for bad model  

  

% xinit_bad= xinit; 

[tb,Badmodel]=ode45(@eom,t,xinit_bad,options,Matrx_bad,Inp); 

  

%% observation  

obsNoise =1e-8;  

if Inp.nobs==4 

    OBS_Vec1 = True(:,Inp.obs1);%+obsNoise*randn(length(t),1);  

    OBS_Vec2 = True(:,Inp.obs2);%+obsNoise*randn(length(t),1);   

    OBS_Vec3 = True(:,Inp.obs3);%+obsNoise*randn(length(t),1);  

    OBS_Vec4 = True(:,Inp.obs4);%+obsNoise*randn(length(t),1);  

    obs=[OBS_Vec1  OBS_Vec2 OBS_Vec3 OBS_Vec4];   

  

% test 6 dofs 

elseif Inp.nobs==6 

    OBS_Vec1 = True(:,Inp.obs1);%+obsNoise*randn(length(t),1);  

    OBS_Vec2 = True(:,Inp.obs2);%+obsNoise*randn(length(t),1); 

    OBS_Vec3 = True(:,Inp.obs3);%+obsNoise*randn(length(t),1);  

    OBS_Vec4 = True(:,Inp.obs4);%+obsNoise*randn(length(t),1);   

    OBS_Vec5 = True(:,Inp.obs5);%+obsNoise*randn(length(t),1);  

    OBS_Vec6 = True(:,Inp.obs6);%+obsNoise*randn(length(t),1);   

    obs=[OBS_Vec1  OBS_Vec2 OBS_Vec3 OBS_Vec4 OBS_Vec5  OBS_Vec6]; 

  

elseif Inp.nobs==10 

    OBS_Vec1 = True(:,Inp.obs1);%+obsNoise*randn(length(t),1);  

    OBS_Vec2 = True(:,Inp.obs2);%+obsNoise*randn(length(t),1); 

    OBS_Vec3 = True(:,Inp.obs3);%+obsNoise*randn(length(t),1);  

    OBS_Vec4 = True(:,Inp.obs4);%+obsNoise*randn(length(t),1);   

    OBS_Vec5 = True(:,Inp.obs5);%+obsNoise*randn(length(t),1);  

    OBS_Vec6 = True(:,Inp.obs6);%+obsNoise*randn(length(t),1);   

    OBS_Vec7 = True(:,Inp.obs7);%+obsNoise*randn(length(t),1);  

    OBS_Vec8 = True(:,Inp.obs8);%+obsNoise*randn(length(t),1);   

    OBS_Vec9 = True(:,Inp.obs9);%+obsNoise*randn(length(t),1);  

    OBS_Vec10 = True(:,Inp.obs10);%+obsNoise*randn(length(t),1);  

    obs=[OBS_Vec1  OBS_Vec2 OBS_Vec3 OBS_Vec4 OBS_Vec5  OBS_Vec6 OBS_Vec7 

OBS_Vec8 OBS_Vec9 OBS_Vec10];  

end 

% % test 1 
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%% EKF application 

  

% Qr =eye(2*Inp.ndof)*1e-5;  % plant covariance matrix; how much 

uncertainity you have in the model 

Qr =eye(2*Inp.ndof)*1e-1; 

% Pl= eye(2*Inp.ndof)*1e-1;  %Initial covariance matrix; how much 

confidence you have on the initial values 

Pl= eye(2*Inp.ndof)*1e-4;  

% R=diag([0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001]);% observation error 

% R=eye(Inp.nobs)*0.07e+1;% observation error % sensor covariance from 

user manual 

R=eye(Inp.nobs)*1e-3; 

Obs=obs'; 

x = zeros(2*Inp.ndof,length(time));  

x_new = x;  

% x(:,1) =[x0';v0']; % initial state 

x(:,1)=xinit_bad; 

  

  

PHI=eye(2*Inp.ndof); 

for i=1:Inp.ndof 

PHI(i,Inp.ndof+i)=Inp.dt; 

end 

  

for k=2:length(time) 

t=time(k-1:k); 

[t1,y]=ode45(@eom,t,x(:,k-1),options,Matrx_bad,Inp);y=y'; % input is bad 

model 

x_new(:,k)=y(:,end); 

P=PHI*Pl*PHI'+Qr; 

v = Obs(:,k) -H(x_new(:,k),Inp); %innovation / here obs is from the 

actual measurements 

Hj=Hx(Inp); 

S = Hj*P*Hj' + R; 

K = P*Hj'*(S\eye(Inp.nobs)); 

x(:,k) = x_new(:,k) + K*v; 

P0 = P -K*S*K'; 

coVar(k,:) = diag(P0); % Update for the output value 

end 

  

True=True*1e6; %convert unit to  mu m 

Estim=x'*1e6; 

obs=obs*1e6; 

% return 

%% plots 

  

bluediff = [0, 0.4470, 0.7410]; 

orangediff = [0.8500, 0.3250, 0.0980]; 

skybluediff = [0.3010, 0.7450, 0.9330]; 

greendiff = [0.4660, 0.6740, 0.1880]; 

yellowdiff = [0.9290, 0.6940, 0.1250]; 

cyan = [0, 0.75, 0.75]; 

  

for i= 1:length(Request.outputdofs) 

  

    % plot output signals from good bad and kalman 

    figure 

    set(gcf,'Units','normalized')       % Units normalized (always) 
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    set(gcf,'Position',[0.1 0.1 0.4 0.24])           % Position set to 

given% Position set to given 

    set(gcf,'Color',[1 1 1])            % Background color white (always) 

    plot(time, True(:,i),'-','color', bluediff,'linewidth', 1);hold on 

    plot(time,Badmodel(:,i).*1e6,'-','color',orangediff, 'linewidth', 1) 

% brg2, z 

    plot(time, Estim(:,i),'--','color',[0,100/256,0], 'linewidth', 

1);hold on 

    legend({'Measured','Model','EKF'},'Orientation','horizontal', 

'Location', 'Best') 

%     legend({'Measured','Model'},'Orientation','horizontal', 'Location', 

'Best') 

    xlabel('Time (s)') 

    ylabel('Displacment (\mum)') 

    set(gca,'FontSize',12, 'FontName', 'Times New Roman') 

    grid 

    FileName1=['dof_', num2str(Request.outputdofs(i)),'.svg'];  

    saveas(gcf,FileName1)%fig 

  

    % plot error value and covariance 

%     figure 

%     set(gcf,'Units','normalized')       % Units normalized (always) 

%     set(gcf,'Position',[0.1 0.1 0.4 0.24])           % Position set to 

given% Position set to given 

%     set(gcf,'Color',[1 1 1])            % Background color white 

(always) 

%     hold on 

%     pos_coVar = 1.96.*sqrt(coVar(:,i).'); 

%     inte      = fill([time.', fliplr(time.')], [-pos_coVar, 

fliplr(+pos_coVar)],cyan,'LineStyle','-

','FaceAlpha',0.5,'edgecolor',cyan); % everything must be a row vector 

for fill 

%     plot(time, Estim(:,i)-True(:,i),'-k', 'linewidth', 1); 

%     xlabel('time') 

%     ylabel('displacment ( \mum)') 

%     legend('covariance', 'error') 

%     set(gca,'FontSize',12, 'FontName', 'Times New Roman') 

%     grid 

end 

  

  

%% additional functions used in the code 

function xdot=eom(t,y0,Matrx,Inp) 

Matrx.F0=Inp.Omega^2*(Matrx.F2*sin(Inp.Omega*t)+Matrx.F3*cos(Inp.Omega*t)

); 

xdot(1:2*length(Matrx.Mcc(1,:)),1)=Matrx.A*y0+[zeros(size(Matrx.Mcc(:,1))

);Matrx.InvM*Matrx.F0]; 

end 

  

function HX=Hx(Inp) 

HX=zeros(Inp.nobs,2*Inp.ndof); 

if Inp.nobs==4 

    HX(1,Inp.obs1)=1; 

    HX(2,Inp.obs2)=1; 

    HX(3,Inp.obs3)=1; 

    HX(4,Inp.obs4)=1; 

  

elseif Inp.nobs==6 

  

    HX(1,Inp.obs1)=1; 
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    HX(2,Inp.obs2)=1; 

    HX(3,Inp.obs3)=1; 

    HX(4,Inp.obs4)=1; 

    HX(5,Inp.obs5)=1; 

    HX(6,Inp.obs6)=1; 

  

elseif Inp.nobs==10 

    HX(1,Inp.obs1)=1; 

    HX(2,Inp.obs2)=1; 

    HX(3,Inp.obs3)=1; 

    HX(4,Inp.obs4)=1; 

    HX(5,Inp.obs5)=1; 

    HX(6,Inp.obs6)=1; 

    HX(7,Inp.obs7)=1; 

    HX(8,Inp.obs8)=1; 

    HX(9,Inp.obs9)=1; 

    HX(10,Inp.obs10)=1; 

end 

end 

  

function HH=H(x,Inp) 

  

if Inp.nobs==4 

 HH=[x(Inp.obs1);x(Inp.obs2);x(Inp.obs3);x(Inp.obs4);]; 

elseif Inp.nobs==6 

    

HH=[x(Inp.obs1);x(Inp.obs2);x(Inp.obs3);x(Inp.obs4);x(Inp.obs5);x(Inp.obs

6)]; 

elseif Inp.nobs==10 

    

HH=[x(Inp.obs1);x(Inp.obs2);x(Inp.obs3);x(Inp.obs4);x(Inp.obs5);x(Inp.obs

6);x(Inp.obs7);x(Inp.obs8);x(Inp.obs9);x(Inp.obs10)]; 

end 

  

end 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


